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INTRODUCTION
Corona virus infection 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic has a large amount of social and
health-related effects. People have to identify and resolve that sensations that are produced in
their patients.
This task includes some areas:
 Awareness of and maintenance of potential shortened mourning.
 The guidelines for action on individuals are:
 Throughout the psychiatric consultation (recognize ill-adapted emotions and feelings;
mental health);
 Details about wellbeing (consistent, communication based on facts);
 Wellness care (Health details);
 Telecommunication care (Telephone assistance, surveillance and interest, through video
calls or text messaging);
 Treatments in trauma (sociopath-education, social coping approaches or expert
prescription);
 Targeted programs targeted at disadvantaged groups (afflicted and disabled individuals,
older persons with reduced immune system and others working or undergoing medical
treatment, individuals with mental, psychological or drug abuse issues, their parents and
communities);
 Psycho - social supervision (COVID-19-related stressors: proximity to contaminated sites,
members of the family contaminated, Death of family members and physical isolation,
additional hardship like economic deprivation, psycho - social consequences like stress ,
depression, psychogenic problems, depression, elevated drug use as well as domestic abuse,
and Components of distress like previously existing physiological or psychiatric situations);
and
 Follow-up to "difficult" grieving ("accompanist" and passing on sympathy, caring as well as
companionship).
INITIATIVES TO HANDLE MENTAL HEALTH
There should be some policies to facilitate a suitable psychosocial address in COVID-19 for
the people:
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Recognize ill-adapted feelings and ideas that conflict with the settlement as well as sufficient
trying to cope with situations and problems and crises to develop guidelines; understand the
needs and challenges of patients in the context of the pandemic; learn, establish and put into
action an essential health framework in which the psycho - social elements of the epidemic
have their position; demonstrate sufficient social interaction and emotional managing
knowledge to successfully dealing with patients, families and carers in problem detection
processes, Assessment, diagnostic interaction, and accommodations and surveillance.
HEALTH DETAILS
Customers like clarification of what has been going on at first, to get affirmation calls.
Effective communication based on facts is important for the management of fear and
uncertainty. Contradictory science-based messages can improve implementation as well as
efficacy of means of self-isolation, along with many other purely voluntary distancing steps.
Rumors can trigger stress and worry. Understanding the truth may be of benefit.
HEALTH EDUCATION
Implies to minimize COVID-19’s impact on behavioral welfare involve consistent positive
habits and the creation of a good social network. Citizens will do fun things and just search at
different duration for accurate notifications to COVID-19. Recommended daily exercises
incorporating a healthy diet, fitness, social interactions simulation and meditation. So hold on
to positive habits, especially the sleep.
TELECOMMUNICATION CARE
People may track at-risk individuals (the ones inclined to psychiatric condition and
disadvantaged groups) remotely and offer extra assistance. One option is phone and assistance
through Messaging. In brief, over voice and video calls to start taking care of patients.
COMPLICATIONS TO MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION
Many patients may want a recommendation for clinical examination and treatment in mental
wellbeing, although many can profits from endorsing approaches aimed at encouraging health
and improving resilience (psychotherapy or social developmental). Given the may financial
environment and the numerous complexities around this disease outbreak, suicidal thoughts
may occur and warrant urgent consulting with such a psychological fitness specialist and take
prescription for potential medical immediate hospital treatment.
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Some COVID publications on psychological wellbeing treatment, regulation with awareness
were released easily and free online versions could be made available to the general public.
Specific programs targeted at disadvantaged groups (with a greater likelihood of adverse
psychological health) senior citizens individuals, individuals with weakened immune system
and people residing or seeking treatment in cramped environments and communities.
It covers an ill and disabled people, their relatives and colleagues; and Previously-established
persons with psychiatric or physical disabilities. Treatments and group clinical assistance
through these intense experiences can have some role in minimize effects of psychotic
disorders, anxiety and depression in youth.
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL APPRAISAL AND TRACKING
COVID-19-related stress factors (including access to infectious sites, members of the family
contaminated, lack of fellow humans and physical separation), additional difficulties in life
(e.g. financial impairment), psycho - social consequences (like fatigue , anxiety, stress related
problems, depression, excessive usage of drugs, and family abuse) And measures of risk
(including the physiological or psychiatric previously existing conditions).
FOLLOW-UP OF A "DIFFICULT" GRIEVING
It is necessary to optimize these participants. The community should be aware of the
possibility that the alienation condition would produce "difficult grieving" as tearful goodbyes
cannot be performed properly because of inaccessibility, the failure to embrace the wounded
and, finally, the traditions that support members of the family commemorate a funeral, like
strength. The patient's initial move is to acknowledge that the condition is this way. A
characteristic will reflect everyone else in cases of pain or well before-agony, where a
particular member of the family may assist the victim. Yet another alternative might be to
create a video call such that entire family could even perform a "accompaniment" and transfer
empathy, unconditional love. The most mortuary practices would have to be performed later,
endorsements that enable one deepen the grieving.
Here is an image shown below regarding what people should do and don’t to handle mental
health and psychosomatic resilience throughout COVID-19 crisis. That represents how
emotional wellbeing and social stability can be handled during this tough time. This period of
crisis can, though, create tension in the society. To reduce stress and COVID-19 pandemic
effects on the overall wellbeing, apply Do’s and Don’ts that are given in Image below:
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Image -1: Do’s and Don’ts to protect Mental Health & Psychological resilience during
COVID-19 crisis
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METHODOLOGY TO MANAGE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
Covid-19 pandemic causes a large number of psychological and health effects. People have to
identify the sensations produced in their patients and resolve them. There are some areas to this
task:
KNOWLEDGE AND TREATMENT OF THE INSECURITY AND STRESS CRISIS IN
PATIENTS
Work demonstrates the widespread correlation among disease infections and mental health
issues. Avian influenza and ebola outbreak diseases triggered fear and confusion globally and
were substantially associated with elevated levels of psychological distress and major
depressive disorder [1].
Of course, depression may emerge out of concern of pandemic and through the dynamics of
psychological separation, and it is also compounded by the news, that raises uncertainty and
panic-mongering. It's also agreed because during growing group problem certain people who
obtained conflicting knowledge pose for increased costs of extreme stress [2].
In fact, Women do tend to endure a major adverse impact on emotional well-being than males,
like depression and anxiety, as are poor blacks relative to whites [3]. Moreover, it's not really
shocking that elderly patients are much more prone to have a psychological effect as during
outbreak. Likewise, individuals of higher experience seem to be more nervous, perhaps
because of their strong self-awareness about their wellbeing. This can also be noticed that
migrant employees are reporting a greater degree of fear & anxiety [4].
Moreover, most persons become really anxious during COVID-19 epidemic corona virus.
Therefore, there might be actions of aggression and social stigma by blaming individuals from
out of the society of having transmitted the corona virus in the community or area. Friends and
family can convert a citizen “into a pandemic” and victimize his whole neighborhood, growing
social concern in the surrounding community.
ASSESSING EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL PATIENT DE-COMPENSATION
WITH PAST PSYCHIATRIC ISSUES
The WHO estimates that the main cause of illness will be mental health conditions in 2030 [5].
Mental health patients would have been more adversely impacted by the feelings and emotions
triggered by the COVID crisis, contributing in de compensation or deterioration of the current
mental.
KNOWING AND MANAGING POSSIBLE TRUNCATED MOURNING
In a quarter, an unexplained modern epidemic has arisen, growing rapidly, causing high
casualties. This scenario requires unparalleled mediation procedure: needing to bid farewell to
a member of the family on the line creates remorse and anger. Family members cannot really
be there even in the toughest periods, like pain, and this contributes to very complex matters of
sorrow and family connections.
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Comparative Analysis of World & India during the COVID-19 Pandemic:
For comparative analysis of population of World & India during The COVID Pandemic, I
collected the testing data, officially searching public records. We may depend on statistics
released on public pages, in news releases and via regional authorities' social media channels
— typically states, health ministries, or disease control centers. Data references for testing are
given the last section. This data is based on four metrics: Total deaths, total confirmed cases,
new deaths and new confirmed cases and. I used these four metrics on the collected data only
for India and Word from January to May 2020.

Graph 1: Corona Trend of World and India on daily basis on four metrics
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RESULT AND CONCLUSION:
Population of World is 7,800,000,000 and India is 1,380,004,385. Population of India is
17.7% of world population. According to table & graphs, it is concluded that India has slow
rate of increase of COVID. Corona Death rate in India is 3% of total corona cases.
World

India

Total Cases

Total Deaths

Population

4223047

291519 (6%)

7,800,000,000

Total Cases

Total Deaths

Population

74281

2415(3%)

1,380,004,385

Table 1 : COVID-19 Record in World and India (Jan-May 2020)

The COVID-19 outbreak poses a fresh, unpredictable and enormous risk to society's overall
health, as well as a rise in occurrence is anticipated during a very severe period of the
epidemic, and an improvement in the frequency of mental health disorders as culture recovers
to psychological normal distribution. Research is necessary to highlight the predictions for
improvement initiatives. Suggestions and initiatives on psychodynamic psychotherapy in the
crisis should have been released.
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